Shyam is in between Ramu and Raju.

rāmuki, rājuki madhya syām unnādu.

Notes:

క (CP Brown Dict p. 0280) [ ki ] ki. [Tel.] The dative sign, To or for. See note on మ where the various meanings are given.

మధయము (CP Brown Dict p. 0956) [ madhyamu ] madhyamu. [Skt.] n. The middle, the waist, the middle part.

ఉండ (CP Brown Dict p. 0148) [ uṇḍi ] uṇḍi. [Tel. from ణడి] Past p|| of ఉండ. (An affix) by, through or from మదపండి.

వడ (CP Brown Dict p. 0148) [ uṇḍu ] uṇḍu. [Tel.] v. n. To be, exist, live. 2. To reside, dwell. 3. To remain, stop, stay. 4. To last, endure, continue. 5. To keep still, stay quiet; 6. To wait. To stand over, remain as a surplus. 6. To have. 7. To have a wife. 8. To keep a feast. ఉననమటయద (q. v.) this is the fact. ఉననరూప the true form, the reality. ఉననటుటండ they remained there ten days, ఉననరు they are; ఉననమటయదరు they will remain till to-morrow? ఉననరూప are they there?